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Identifying news clusters using $Q$-analysis and Modularity
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Abstract

With online publication and social media taking the main role in dissemination of news, and with the decline of traditional printed media, it has become necessary to devise ways to automatically extract meaningful information from the plethora of sources available and to make that information readily available to interested parties. In this paper we present a method of automated analysis of the underlying structure of online newspapers based on $Q$-analysis and modularity. We show how the combination of the two strategies allows for the identification of well defined news clusters that are free of noise (unrelated stories) and provide automated clustering of information on trending topics on news published online.

1 Introduction

Every day Internet presents a huge amount of new information, either in personal or institutional web pages, posted in social networks or as a reflex of the media (TV, newspapers) regular diffusion of news. Regarding this last case, information flows on media as a result of complex relations between facts and news, shaping a ever-changing network of relations between topics. Topic detection and the unveiling of dynamic relations between topics can give new insights to the understanding of communication mechanisms in human societies.

Recent research in the domain of topic detection applied different techniques, including regression models, nearest neighbor classification, Bayesian probabilistic approaches, decision trees, inductive rule learning, neural networks, online learning and Support Vector Machines (Cardoso-Cachopo and Oliveira 2003; Yang and Liu 1999; Miao and Qiu 2009; Joachims 1998; Hamamoto et al. 2005; Solé et al. 2010). However, most of those approaches are supervised and require a training set, where documents previously classified by humans are used as input to make the system learn each category’s particular features. These approaches face two major restrictions: they are language-dependent, requiring the work of specialists for analysing and classifying; and they are not adapted for finding new categories in data without re-training.

Attempts to solve the above problem include the use of using a dynamic network where a time sliding window is used and changes between consecutive generated networks are evaluated for the variation of information between consecutive windows (Meilă 2007; Rodrigues 2010).

Also, previous community detection algorithms in graphs aimed at the inclusion of all nodes of the graph into a cluster. This process was traditionally considered exclusive and a node that belong to some cluster wouldn’t belong to other cluster. To solve this several algorithms have been proposed that allows the overlapping of communities. One example of such algorithms is the clique percolation method by Derenyi, Palla, and Vicsek 2005; Palla et al. 2005. On the other hand of the spectrum, very little attention has been given to the cases where not all nodes should be included in a cluster. This nodes nodes aren’t really associated with any other node in a meaningful way and traditional clustering algorithms don’t have mechanisms to deal with them. The main reason for this is that they lack the structural
information needed to include or reject them from the clustering process. Each edge is unidimensional representing a binary relation and the only additions to this simplification are the inclusion of directionality and weights to these relations. We believe that on the other hand, complex systems being composed of $n$-ary relations, should be described in languages that support these high dimensional relations. By including structural information on the connectivity of the graph one can filter out those nodes that otherwise would be misclassified by traditional algorithms. For this we use $Q$-analysis (Johnson 1970; Atkin 1972, 1974; Beaumont and Gatrell 1982; Johnson 1983) and Modularity based clustering (Clauset, Newman, and Moore 2004; Newman 2006).

In this work we propose a method for the automatic classification of newspaper news based on the simplicial complex generated from the news published online and from the tags associated with those news entered by journalists at publication time. We analyse this system by first using $Q$-analysis on the simplicial complex and then by clustering the higher $q$-connectivity induced subgraphs. After extraction of this high connectivity graph one can proceed to cluster the news stories by using any traditional graph clustering algorithm (for a complete review of community detection algorithms and strategies see Fortunato 2010). In this case we show the results of applying a modularity optimization (Clauset, Newman, and Moore 2004) based method to the analysis of the news published online by The Guardian\textsuperscript{1} and how the $Q$-analysis improves the quality of the clustering.

2 Discussion of Results

*The Guardian* classifies every news published with a set of metadata that can be used for clustering information. The two most interesting metadata fields are the section and the tag metadata. Each document has one section field corresponding to the section of the newspaper where the story was published and one or several tag fields that the journalist / editor chose to characterize that particular story with. We take advantage of this human labelling to characterize the structure of the network created by all the news of *The Guardian*.

Initially a graph is constructed by defining each published story as a node in the graph and then by considering that two stories were connected if they shared at least one tag among them. We can think of this approach as the construction of the graph from the 0-connected simplicial complex obtained in $Q$-analysis. This corresponds to the simplest projection with the broadest structural information.

The application of community detection algorithms based on modularity optimization generates a clustering where the maximal value of modularity is $0.48$ for a total of 9 communities.

| Table 1: Cluster sizes for The Guardian news published during the month of November, 2011 |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| id: | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 |
| size: | 363 | 303 | 96 | 221 | 6 | 5 | 102 | 13 | 46 |

This clustering reveals large components meaning that probably a division into more components would be of great interest and that these large clusters don’t capture the fine structure of the news, due to the resolution limit of modularity optimization methods (Fortunato and Barthelemy 2006). For this we need a new approach, one that effectively can give insights into the news structure and that removes noise news\textsuperscript{2} that otherwise would be part in spurious classifications.

The previous analysis of the Tag network of *The Guardian* news shows clearly that calculating the clusters via modularity optimization alone isn’t enough. In it we considered full connectivity between

\textsuperscript{1}The Guardian (http://www.guardian.co.uk/)
\textsuperscript{2}news that aren’t highly connected to others and therefore can be discarded when considering the task of understanding the main themes of a newspaper
nodes of the graph (two nodes where connected if they shared at lease one tag). We now show that by extracting the induced subgraph of higher connected nodes we can obtain a clearer separation of modules in the news structure.

For this we proceeded with a $Q$-analysis of the news-tags system. In $Q$-analysis (Johnson 1981, 2005, 2006) two nodes are connected by a link if they share at least $(q + 1)$ common attributes. In this case two news are connected if they share at least $q + 1$ tags. The resulting networks constructed in this way guarantee a minimum level of connectedness between published news.

We characterized the induced subgraphs in terms of several properties (following figures) as a function of $Q$.

![Figure 1: Number of nodes of the induced subgraph as function of $Q$](image)

From figure 1 it is clear that the number of nodes present in the induced subgraph drops abruptly for higher values of connectivity.

From figure 2 we show how edge density, average clustering, degree assortativity and number of components and modularity change with the increased connectivity of the induced subgraphs.

It is clear that to identify the most significant components in the news published one is interested in some useful characteristics of the induced graph. It should have high clustering, high number of components, and also high degree assortativity. It is expected also that the value of modularity for this graph is also high. Usually one wants to choose an induced graph such that the number of nodes present is still high. In the case of the Guardian we can see that by choosing $Q = 5$ we can have these characteristics.

As we can see in figures 2, 3a and 3b, the clustering process case gives higher values for modularity of the resulting induced graphs. This gives high confidence on the structural properties of the clusters identified. Manual inspection of the clusters was conducted and revealed a total absence of unrelated stories in the identified clusters. By using this system the we were able to identify 48 clusters instead of the previous 9 with higher modularity. This is an indication that the previous modularity optimization had limitations (mainly because of the noise stories) and it was merging into the same cluster unrelated news stories. The size distribution shows the presence of many small sized cluster (typically between 2 and 5 news) but at least 10 clusters are constituted by 30 or more news stories. These are the main topics being discussed during that month and include the scandal of James Murdoch news empire, the evolution of the Syrian situation and the Arab Spring and the Eurozone debt crisis, among others.
Figure 2: Analysis of the induced subgraphs for the *The Guardian*
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Figure 3: Clusters in *The Guardian* news during November 2011

(a) *The Guardian* news, colored by community: $Q = 5$, Modularity = 0.71  
(b) Size distribution of clusters of *The Guardian* news (Q=5)
3 Conclusions

In this paper we present a novel way for filtering news stories published in online newspapers by using $Q$-analysis and modularity optimization. The process deals with the problem of selecting which relevant stories should be considered when clustering documents. We show how a bipartite graph formed from the documents and the tags associated with each document can be used to filter the stories that aren’t strongly connected to other members of the graph.

The main advantage of using this technique is that the process of analysis is automated. On the other hand the process poses the disadvantage of discarding those nodes that aren’t highly connected, but this disadvantage is a parameterized one and can be minimized by lowering the value of connectedness needed for inclusion in the induced subgraph. If all nodes are to be included then the problem reverts to a traditional clustering problem.

This method presents itself to many applications where the structural properties of the system are of high importance. Traditional clustering algorithms traditional consider the clustering process on graphs where nodes are equivalent and where the different structural connectivities of the nodes isn’t taken into account. By using extra information from the bipartite graph, through $Q$-analysis, it is possible to filter relevant information from spurious information in an automated way.

In the case of the corpus presented here, it relies on human labelling of the documents, but the construction of the bipartite graph can be done with one of the many automated topic modelling strategies developed in recent years (see Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003; Li and McCallum 2006).

Another advantage of this method is that it can be applied to different corpora of textual based documents. Instead of analysing a single newspaper, it can be applied to daily news from different newspapers or channels to extract relevant stories and topics. It provides a way of clustering relevant trends in the news almost in real time. The method can also be applied to other fields: automated clustering of new scientific publishing, tracking of opinion dynamics on social media, and detection of brand awareness in online communities, constitute potential applications where knowledge of the structural properties of the system improves the quality of the analysis.
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